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The Laundry Jet Express model is the perfect entry-level, wall-mounted solution for anyone seeking an affordable and reliable 
laundry transport system. With up to two available manual ports, the Express model can be easily  integrated into any home.
Featuring both Lift Port and Slide manual Port options, The Laundry Jet Express is designed to make laundry as effortless as 
possible. With an automated cycle, users can simply insert their clothes, towels, or bedding into the unit, allowing the machine
to transport and auto-empty in the laundry room, ready for the next load.
The Express model is also incredibly versatile, with the ability to handle up to two different port locations. Additionally, one of 
these ports can be piped to a Return Unit option, providing users with the convenience of sending clean and dried clothing 
directly to a chosen bedroom or location in the home.
Crafted with a polished and reflective white gloss lux finish, the Laundry Jet Express is a high-end, ergonomic appliance that is 
sure to add value to any home. With advanced technology and automation, the Laundry Jet Express is an investment that is both
practical and long-lasting.

Express

Tech Data

Max 2 Ports

Wall mounted or in cabinet

Side diffuser

Standard plug 110/120V or (220/240V 
International)

Amps 13. Watts 1800

Auto emptying for continuous use

Compatible with Lift and Slide ports (NOT 
iSense)

Speed approx. 35 mph

Quiet close door as standard

Polished and reflective white gloss lux finish 

Capacity 0.83 Cubic feet or .0235 Cubic Metres. 
(5.34 Dry Us Gal, 23.5 dry litres)

Uses 6” PVC SDR sched 35 pipe

Compatible with the Laundry Jet Return Unit

Max distance from furthest port 120ft (36m)

Weight Approx. 40lbs. (18KG)

Dims H:21” (534mm) W:29.25”(743mm) 
D: 14.6” (372mm)

3-year warranty

DIY or Contractor install if certified

DIY / Installer online certification course at:

https://bit.ly/3MHD2K3

https://bit.ly/3MHD2K3

